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The Automotive Plant ;s in the debt
of the Grinding Machine
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Smteh to CaDlels
then leave the", - if you can
to know the difference beI tween want
a truly fresh cigarette and one
F YOU

that is parched or toasted, light a Camel.
As you draw in that cool, fragrant smoke
notice how smooth and friendly it is to
your throat. Not a hint of sting or bite.
Not a trace of burn.
That is because Camels are blended from
choice Turkish and mild, sun-ripened
Domestic tobaccos, and are made with
just the right amount of natural moisture and kept that way until delivered to
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the smoker by the Camel Humidor Pack.
Camels are never parched or toasted.
That's why Camels bring you so much
unalloyed enjoyment.
That's why they
are so much milder; why they leave no
cigaretty after-taste.
If you haven't tried Camels lately, get a
package today and see for yourself what
you are missing.
Switch over to Camels.
-if
you can.
COMPANY,
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PtJck-it
is protection against per[1111/t end plJwder odors, dust and
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lor home or office. Tt» Humidor
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CAR IS ABU
K"
say 22% of Stanford's Alumni

HMy

If you could check the names of the cars

---.,1
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•
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••~~_ in which the graduates of America's lead-

ing colleges and universities travel to reach the
next alumni gathering, you'd doubtless find that
approximately

half of those driving eights in

Buick's price range-drive

Buicks.

Take the readers of the Stanford Illustrated
Review, for example-22% of them own Buicks,
while the next car in Buick's price range rates
only 11% ownership in this group. Even the lowest priced car tops Buick by a mere 3lf2%*.

fully half of all the sales of the thirteen eights in
Buick's field.
And today Buick's position is more strongly entrenched than ever. Whether you pay one thousand or two thousand dollars for a new Buick
Eight with Wizard Control, you can enjoy the
same stamina-reliability-and
driving ease that
cause nine out of ten Buick owners to buy Buicks
again and again.
Won't you ask your Buick dealer to show you the
new Buicks he has on display, and to demonstrate
why Buick gives more and better miles.

But, so pronounced a preference for Buick is not,
by any means, confined to college and university
graduates. It extends far and wide, giving Buick

STRAIGHT
WHEN

BETTER

AUTOMoBILes

ARE

BUILT,

f

* The Graduate Group, Inc., certifies the accuracy of these facts
about the oumersbip of Buicks by graduates of Stanford and otber
collegesand universities.
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For Supervisory or

MAY, Allen Carpe, noted mountain climber and
INsportsman,
lost his life while climbing Mt. McKin-

Miniature Control

ley. As a part of the world-wide survey being conducted
under the direction of Dr. Arthur H. Compton, Carpe
was scheduled to take cosmic ray readings at the head of
Muldrow Glacier. Whether he was successful in making
observations is not known, but when it became definitely·
established that it would never be known, Dr. RALPH
D. BENNETT,Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering at the Institute, was asked to extend his part of
the cosmic ray survey and make observations on the
lower part of Mt. McKinley. Dr. Bennett, who prepared
the very comprehensive article on cosmic rays in this
issue of The .Review, was associated with Dr. Arthur
H. Compton in the final experiments which led to Dr.
Compton being awarded the Nobel prize.

LATOX
LEAD COVERED CABLE

\

author of "Pandora Was a Chemist," LAUREN
THE
B. HITCHCOCK,
'20, is Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of Virginia. ((Dr.
WALTERV. BINGHAMhas had a distinguished career
in psychology. Since 1924, he has been Director of the
Personnel Research Federation, and as a consulting
psychologist he has contributed notably to the solution
of many problems of industrial psychology. ((The following poetical exegesis, the work of Associate Professor
L. MAGRUDER
PASSANO'of
the Institute's Department of
Mathematics, is presented in the hope that it will clear
up in the minds of our lay readers some of the mysteries
of modern physics:
TWThr:KLE, TWINKLE: or, THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
Quantum, quantum, little star!
How I wonder what you are.
Around the universe you fly,
The wave mechanics of the sky,
I shot a proton up to heaven;
Robust he was; dimensions, seven.
Up above he would not stay,
But fell to earth, a cosmic ray.

Many of the smaller substations
of electric light
and power companies
and electric
railways
are
operated by so-called "supervisory
control" from the
load dispatchers
office - which may be located a mile
or more from the substation.
Switches,
transformers, cable circuits, and metering
devices are "cut
in" and "cut out" through sensitive relay apparatus
which usually operates
at 125 volts A. C. or 250
volts D. C. with very small current
values - 1/4
ampere or less.
LATOX Lead Covered Cable is a new, dependable
type of cable for supervisory
or miniature
control
service.
The copper conductors are insulated with a
thin layer of LATOX, a new type of rubber insulation made directly from rubber latex.
The insulated conductors combine the advantages
of rubber and paper insulation.
LATOX rubber insulation is put on the conductors evenly and thinly
to obtain the light weight and small diameter
of
paper insulated cables and has the dielectric strength
of rubber insulation
which insures against voltage
breakdown.
LATOX insulation
does not absorb
It is practically
pure vulcanized rubber, has
water.
exceptionally
long life and retains
those qualities
which make rubber the best insulation
yet devised
for wires and cables.
Further
information
will be furnished
upon request.

To his beloved electron harem Relatively, how he did scare 'emAll but a flapper who kept her nerve
And fled by a Lobachevsky curve.
A simple Hz atom she,
But she fell in the power of a fierce old He
Organic compound I can't spell right;
C6H9Ng
Good Night!
But little Hz gave him dope
And ran away in an isotope,
To hide herself in a nebulosity
Traveling with rather extreme velocity.

SIMPLEX WIRElfCABlE

Quantum, quantum, little star!
How I wonder where we are,
As n-dimensions play I-spy
In the wave mechanics of the sky.
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With this issue The Review closes Volume XXXiV.
The next issue will be the October number.
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user of Goodyear

valuable

Mechanical

Rubber

Goods

receives

a

bonus.

It comes not alone in the higher quality of Goodyear
scientific construction but also in the services of a practical expert in the uses of
rubber in industry, the G. T. M.-Goodyear
Technical Man.
Is this technical service-this
Goodyecr
value to you? Think back to the time when
in manufacture for the same kind of job; no
between practical operating conditions in
in the same plant; no real specifications to
The result was a low average
Now consider

Goodyear Transmission Belts ere
carrying power, uninterruptedly,.
economically, on heavy drives,.
fast drives, every manner of
duty for which the G. T. M.
recommends Goodyear Rubber
Belt Construction

PLUS-of
actual money
there was no uniformity
charting of the differences.
the same industry, even
which you could anchor.

of service, costly at any price.

the uniformly better work, longer

life, and lower cost

assured today by the G. T. M.'s on-the-ground
specifications
and
Goodyear's
scientific building to those specifications. This is a money
PLUSwhich you ought to get when you order Belts, Hose, Molded
Goods and Packing. A word to Goodyear,
Akron, Ohio, or Los
Angeles,

California,

will bring the G. T. M. to your plant.

TUNE IN: Goodyear invites you to hear the Revelers Quartet, Goodyear Concert- Dance Orchestra
and a feature guest artist every Wednesday night, over N. Il. C. Red Network, WE A F and
Associated Stations

BELTS •

MOLDED

GOODS
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HOSE

•

Goodyear Air Hose in hard-rock
work and every other duty ceiling
for pulsating pressures and resistance to abrasion - demonstrates the value of Goodyear
construction for the job and
G. T.M. specifications to the job.

PACKING

Nlagllijicellt Groll,p oj Brilliant
Stibnite
Crystals in the Col-

lection of the American Museum of oturai History
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+ Detail of a knit rayon fobric. Approximate magnification: 15 diameters

Structure of fine lace of
rayon and silk. Approximate magnification: 30
diameters-s-

SIGHT-SEEING
AMONG THE FABRIeS
SIX PHOTOMICROGRAPHS TAKEN BY
EDWARD R. SCHWARZ, '23
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY,

+The jun.gle on your
floor. Bug's eye view
of a carpet crosssection. 10 diameters

Detail of a Lappett-wea,ve cotton
fabric.
100
diameters-s-

+ Detail
of a
weave structure of
rayon and cotton.
200 diameters

"Clipped Spot"
in myon fabric
structure.
100
diameters+
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The Riddle of the Cosmic Rays
How It Is Being Attacked in a World- Wide Survey
By

RALPH

HE surface of the earth is being continuously
showered by darts of energy which possess such
powersofpenetration as to pass through our bodies
without being appreciably deviated from their courses.
They come with such frequency that we are being transfixed some thirty times each second, and each projectile
leaves in its path perhaps a million shattered atoms.
Nothing escapes this barrage, for it penetrates to the
deepest basements, and even the no steel and concrete
floors of the Empire State building are insufficient to
stop it completely. Fortunately our bodies are amply
able to repair the damage done by these projectiles, and
they would probably have to be millions of times as
numerous to produce any great biological effect. Thi
shower of radiant energy which is continually falling
upon us, is, for lack of a better name, called cosmic
radiation. Its origin and nature present one of the most
fascinating puzzles of modern physics.
The most common manifestation of the presence of
this mysterious radiation lies in its ability to make the
atmosphere, or any other gas, to a slight extent electrically conducting. Though isolated experiments made
during the past century and a half have indicated an
atmospheric conductivity, it was not until about forty
years ago that measuring instruments were developed
which possessed sufficient sensitivity, and at the same
time ease of manipulation, to make such a study of
great interest. Further, the state of knowledge up to
that time was not far enough advanced to permit any
considerable understanding of the meaning or nature
of such conductivity had it been measured.

T

D.

BENNETT

It wa thirty-eight year ago that Becquerel announced the discovery of radio-activity. A very rapid
development in our knowledge of the tructure of matter
ensued. Radio-activity wa soon shown to result from
the disruption of atoms. As the atoms burst, they were
found to give off rays of three different kinds. The first,
named alpha rays, con ist of comparatively massive
positively charged particles. The econd, named beta
rays, consist of fast light particles of the dimensions of
electrons and carrying negative charges. The third kind
of ray was called gamma and differs in two respects from
the others. First, it is comparatively imponderable,
having no distinct mass; and second, it carries no
electrical charge. Gamma rays consist of electromagnetic pulses which travel through space with the velocity of light, and differ from ordinary light only in
wave length.
Each of the e new kind of radiation was shown to
produce conductivity in atmospheric air, which led to
an intensive study of this artificially excited conductivity. The net result, after a great deal of careful experimentation, yielded the following facts. Each of the
ponderable variety of the newly discovered radiations,
namely, alpha and beta rays, leaves in its passage
through matter a trail of disrupted atoms. The imponderable or gamma-type accomplishes the same
result, though indirectly. Such a ray must first collide
with an electron to which it transfers all or a part of it
energy, and the electron then darts off at high speed
leaving in turn a trail of shattered atom . The fragments
of the atoms are electrically charged, positive and
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The era of precise measurements in co mic rays began
after the war and has been advanced energetically in
Europe and this country by a number of observers,
among whom Professor Millikan has held a prominent
place. The apparatus has been enormously improved
both in sensitivity and portability. Efforts have been
directed principally toward the study of the properties of
the radiation, though the results obtained have at times
been relieved of their dryness by cosmological interpretations worthy of a subject less prosaic than physics.

A

Intensity Measuring Apparatus as developed at the University
of Chicago for the Carnegie Institution's Cosmic Ray Survey.
At the left is tire argon chamber with hemispherical lead shields,
and the electrometer and microscope attached. The battery and
control box are at tire right

negative occurring in equal numbers. In a fluid ubstance such as a gas these charges can be caused to
migrate freely, and are the carriers of electricity which
give rise to the observed conductivity. The fragments of
the shattered atoms are called ions and the process of
disruption is called ionization.
Soon after the cause of atmospheric conductivity was
discovered scientific curiosity led to attempts to remove
it by one method or another. A slight conductivity was
shown to be always present, and was traced in part to
radioactive compounds in the earth and to a lesser
extent in the atmo phere. A few inches of lead should be
sufficient to screen out all uch radiations and Rutherford and Cook at McGill University were among the
first to test this idea experimentally. They surrounded
their electroscope with lead shields of different thickne ses, and found that the ionization could be reduced,
but never eliminated. The minimum value remained the
same under widely differing circumstances, and they
concluded that there must exist some other radiation of
unknown origin more penetrating than any so far
recognized!
The next significant step came in 1910 when Wulf
mea ured the magnitude of thi residual ionization at
the top of the Eiff'el Tower. The value found was too
high to be accounted for by the radioactive substances
in the earth, and indicated a source of radiation overhead. Such a startling discovery sent the physicists
kyward, and the cosmic ray hunting chapter of the
fraternity has been traveling high and wide ever since,
some in balloons, some in aeroplanes, some on foot to
the mountain tops. In the years from 1911 to 1914, Hess,
Kolhorster and others in Germany and Austria by a
series of balloon flights established definitely that the
source of the radiation which caused the inextinguishable
residual of ionization lay outside the earth. They found
teadily increasing values as they went to greater
heights, and their results have been confirmed by other
observers including Piccard, who with his stratosphere
balloon established the all time altitude record last year.

NUMERICAL measure of the penetrating power of
the radiation has been arduously sought. The
experimental procedure consists in isolating a quantity
of gas, usually at high pressure, and measuring its
conductivity by some sort of recording apparatus. The
whole mechanism is lowered to different depths in lakes
the waters of which are free from radioactive contaminations. By choosing bodies of water at different
altitudes above sea level, different fractions of the
atmosphere are included in the path of the rays, and
thus the effect of the atmosphere can be taken into
account. The relation found between intensity as
measured by ionization produced, and amount of
absorbing material interposed, is such as would be
expected if the radiation were electromagnetic in nature
like the gamma rays, but consisting of a variety of wave
lengths, all of which, however, were shorter than those
of any known radioactive rays.
Estimates have been made of the wave lengths involved, but these depend on two assumptions: first, that
the measured ionization is a true indication of the intensity of the rays; second, that the rays are really of the
gamma type, and that their behavior can be predicted
from the behavior of similar radiations the energies of
which are a hundred or a thousand times smaller. The
whole subject of the interpretation of the absorption
results unfortunately is not on as sound a basis as we
should like to have it.
A second type of measuring device developed in the
past five years has found usefulness in the measurement
of cosmic rays. This device consists of a tube an inch or
two in diameter and a few inches long down the axis of

Portable Double Counting Tube Apparatus developed by Professor
Bennett. In the center are the vacuum tithes and recording device.
At the right are the counting tubes, partially shielded by lead.
The protective case and batteries are in the background

